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AbsTrACT. Arso Jovanović – an erased biography. 
The article presents a basic overview of the war record of the chief of the supreme staff of the partisan army 
Arso Jovanović. Jovanović’s war biography is described in relation to three social groups in which he had oper-
ated. The first social group was the piper clan, or the local Montenegrin context in which he was born and grew 
up. The other social group was the leadership of the Communist party of yugoslavia (KpJ) with which he coop-
erated during the war. The third social group was the circle of Montenegrin generals of the yugoslav army (JA) 
which Jovanović belonged to until his unexplained death in the summer of 1948. This paper describes how all 
these groups were interlinked through Jovanović, how they affected each other creating the preconditions for the 
events of World War ii and the post-war period in yugoslavia.
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Following the end of World War ii, the Communist party of yugoslavia (KpJ) took 
power in the entire restored yugoslav state. Until its first post-war congress, the 5th 
Congress of the KpJ held in belgrade in mid-July 1948, the KpJ operated illegally, 
under the auspices of the multi-party national Front.1 Accordingly, the KpJ empha-
sized its key role in the liberation of the country from occupation rather than its ideol-
ogy. in addition, the regime press did not mention the KpJ as the key political organ-
ization running the state, but emphasized the national Front. 

1 d. bilandžić, Hrvatska moderna povijest, Zagreb 1999, p. 204–205.; branko petranović, Srbija 
u Drugom svetskom ratu, beograd 1992, p. 297. 
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Consequently, it was emphasized that yugoslavia was restored as a result of the up-
rising and struggle of all its peoples and not the decisions of great powers. According 
to contemporary newspapers, this made the new yugoslavia different from the old 
“versailles” yugoslavia, which was created at the green table after the war.2 The fol-
lowing quote is a typical example of such propaganda narratives: 

In two years of fierce clashes, without any help, with weapons taken from the en-
emy, our army has killed 100.000 Italian fascists. These strikes and the Allied strikes 
led to the capitulation of fascist Italy in August of 1943.3 

The author of this statement was Arso Jovanović, a pre-war Montenegrin offic-
er of the yugoslav royal army who had served as the chief of the supreme staff of 
the partisan Army during the war. Although Josip broz Tito, in addition to his func-
tion as the secretary general of the KpJ, also held the position of supreme Military 
Commander (supreme Comandant), Jovanović had de facto conducted all military 
operations which was apparent from the published war records. in fact, most of the 
orders were signed by Jovanović and not by Tito.4

in accordance with his wartime position, in the immediate post-war years Jovanović 
was one of the most influential and most quoted figures of the restored yugoslav state. 
his statements were quoted as proof of a new social order and his articles formed the 
basis of the official interpretation of the war period.5 however, his position changed in 
the summer of 1948. when he was killed in, as yet, unexplained circumstances with-
out a court verdict or a published autopsy report. According to the official narrative, 
Jovanović had accepted the informbiro resolution written on behalf of the soviet un-
ion which was aimed principally against the KpJ leadership led by Tito, thus becom-
ing an enemy of the state.6 After the informbiro resolution acceptance, Jovanović at-
temped to escape to romania, but was illed by the border guard while tying to flee 
across the Yugoslav-Romanian border in the night of August 11. 1948.7 

The MeThod And goAL oF ignoring JovAnović’s roLe

After being declared an enemy of socialist Yugoslavia, Jovanović was literally cut out 
of the official yugoslav account of World War ii. in other words, after 1948 Jovanović 

2 [J. broz] Tito, Nacionalno pitanje u Jugoslaviji u svjetlosti narodno-oslobodilačke borbe, Zagreb 
1945, p. 4–5.

3 Arso Jovanović, Šesta i sedma neprijateljska ofanziva, beograd 1945, p. 3. 
4 This conclusion was made based on the research of the partisan war documentation published in 

the book: Zbornik dokumenata i podataka o narodnooslobodilačkom ratu jugoslovenskih naroda. The key 
vol.s relevant for this paper are ii, iii and iv, and the books contained therein.

5 M. najbar-Agičić, U skladu s marksizmom ili činjenicama? Hrvatska historiografija 1945–1960, 
Zagreb 2013, p. 227.

6 J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, beograd 1982, p. 315.
7 v. Kljaković, Arso Jovanović, in: Vojna enciklopedija, vol. 4, beograd 1972, p. 75.
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was largely ignored, and any brief mention of him only served to emphasize his neg-
ative qualities. distinguished partisan commanders and post-war generals of the 
yugoslav people’s Army (JnA) peko dapčević, Kosta nađ and Koča popović, who 
were Jovanović’s subordinates during the war, especially stood out in such behavior. 
dapčević wrote of Jovanović as a weak military leader, who lost a number of battles.8 
nađ blamed the partisan defeat in Kupres in August of 1942 on Jovanović claiming 
that he insisted on an assault on Kupres which nađ allegedly opposed because, as he 
later recounted in his memoirs, he was taught by experience that Kupres was not to 
be attacked.9 Compared to the two aforementioned generals, popović went the far-
thest declaring that Jovanović didn’t understand guerilla warfare and that dapčević 
and he (popović) used to hide when Jovanović appeared.10 popović’s critique made 
the least sense, because the first two, regardless of their veracity, at least admitted that 
it was indeed Jovanović who commanded the military operations undertaken by the 
partisan Movement and that he was, besides Josip broz Tito, the key figure which 
decided whether they would be undertaken at all. on the other hand, by criticizing 
Jovanović, popović had called into question not only the entire undisputed military hi-
erarchy of the war period (which clearly put Jovanović in a position of authority over 
dapčević and him, so hiding couldn’t have served any purpose) but also the whole of-
ficial account of the partisan movement as a highly successful military organisation. 
popović’s allegations were meaningless because he ignored the context to which he 
himself referred in his recollections: if Jovanović did not understand guerilla warfare 
then it was questionable how he could have commanded military operations and why 
he was put in a position to do so. More accurately, the claim of Jovanović’s misunder-
standing of guerilla warfare would imply that the entire partisan movement was also 
dysfuncional in a military sense (which popović negated citing himself and dabčević 
as an example).11

The removal of Jovanović from offical historical accounts can be methodological-
ly compared to the way in which the role of Lav Trotsky, the founder and first com-
mander of the red Army, was removed from the official soviet version of the civil 
war in russia.12 however, in an ideological sense, Jovanović’s removal had a twofold 
meaning. on the one hand, it represented a withdrawal from the dominant discourse 
of the soviet union as the liberator of yugoslavia and in the context of expressing dis-
tance  to anything associated with the soviet union (or which was regarded as such 

8 i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita: Informbirovski rascjepi u jugoslavenskom komunističkom 
pokretu, Zagreb 1990, p. 146.

9 K. nađ, Ratne uspomene: Četrdesetdruga, Zagreb 1979, p. 335–336.; d. Marijan, Borbe za Kupres 
1942, Zagreb 1999, p. 61.

10 A. nenadović, Razgovori s Kočom, Zagreb 1989, p. 69–71.
11 A. nenadović, Razgovori, p. 53, 69–71.
12 i. deutscher, Staljin: Politička biografija, Zagreb 1977, p. 156–157.; r. overy, Diktatori: Hitlerova 

Njemačka i Staljinova Rusija, Zagreb 2005, p. 26.
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for any reason) Jovanović was erased from the collective memory.13 in later histori-
cal publications, of which the most important and most quoted one was the biography 
of Josip broz Tito published in 1953, the soviet Union was presented extremely neg-
atively as an aggressive imperialistic power that wanted to use Tito’s partisan move-
ment for its own political aims.14 in this interpretation, which later became an integral 
part of the official yugoslav narrative of the World War ii, the soviet role in KpJ’s as-
cent to power was greatly diminished to the level of support for our divisions in the 
battle for belgrade.15 in parallel, all distinguished members of the partisan movement 
who were publicly marked as pro-soviet factors or, regardless of their actual role, 
used by the soviet propaganda as victims of the yugoslav authorities, were left out or 
negatively interpreted.16 Jovanović was mentioned in this context in Tito’s biography 
only once by name only in a description of the german assault on the supreme staff 
headquarters in drvar on May 25 1944. According to Tito’s account in the book, he 
expected the attack, while Jovanović (whose role in the supreme staff or identity was 
entirely unclear from the book) was surprised by this event. The abovementioned part 
of Tito’s description of the german assault, in which Jovanović was mentioned by his 
first name only, read as follows.

I was expecting an air assault on Drvar and ordered trenches to be dug by the 
lake. I assumed that there was a possibility of a paratrooper drop and combat and I 

13 The most obvious example of the distancing onself from the soviet Union on a symbolic level was 
the renaming of streets in belgrade, the capital of yugoslavia, which was liberated by the soviet army to-
gether with Tito’s partisans. After the war, soviet influenced names were removed and the streets received 
new names. in this way, the boulevard of the red Army became the south boulevard, the street of mar-
shal Tolbuhin became the War invalids’ street, and general Zhdanov street was renamed as the street of 
May 1. These names were restored in 1965 under completely different international circumstances after 
relations between the soviet Union and socialist yugoslavia thawed. J. pirjevec, Tito i drugovi, Zagreb 
2012, p. 534.

14 v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito: Prilozi za biografiju, beograd 1953, p. 400.
15 v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 386.
16 A distinguished wartime partisan commander from bosanian Krajina, slavko rodić, who died in 

unexplained circumstances in 1949, was not mentioned at all in Tito’s biography, probably because soviet 
propaganda accused yugoslav authorities of liquidating him. i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita, p. 160. As 
opposed to rodić, Andrija hebrang and sreten „black“ Žujović were given a significant role in Tito’s bi-
ography as exceptionally negative personalities who the soviet Union tried to use to break the unity of the 
CK. (v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 368.) The different treatment of Jovanović and rodić on the one hand 
and hebrang and Žujović on the other indicates an attempt to omit or remove military figures symbollicaly 
linked with the soviet Union from collective memory, while distinguished politicians, publically consid-
ered as pro soviet, were shown in a negative light, probably because it was considered that it would have 
been counter-productive for the intended audience (middle class police, army, the administration and the 
press) to remove them from the record. it is important to note the attention that hebrang received after his 
political marginalization and liquidation (the date of which is still unclear). A year before the publishing 
of Tito’s biography in 1952, the same publisher (Kultura) printed hebrang’s biography where it was stat-
ed, without evidence, that he was a high ranking spy of the enemy, infiltrated into the leadership of the 
partisan movement and that he commited suicide in prison shortly after the start of the investigation into 
his wartime role. M. Milatović, Slučaj Andrije Hebranga, beograd 1952.
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had intelligence from our sources that the Germans were preparing for such an attack 
in Serbia. But Arso wouldn’t listen to me.17 

This quote from Tito’s biography is remarkable not only for its uncritical empha-
sis of his own role and citing memories as an argument for an important historical 
event, but also as a characteristic example of distancing himself from all figures and 
symbols related to the soviet Union, which in this case included Jovanović. 

on the other hand, the removal of Jovanović represented a shift in importance 
from military to political structures. More accurately, ignoring Jovanović’s role in the 
official accounts of the war led to an interpretation according to which the political or-
ganization (The Communist party of yugoslavia) was superior to the military organi-
zation (the supreme staff). The importance of Jovanović was after his death gradually 
replaced by the importance of political figures like vladimir bakarić, edvar Kardelj, 
Moše pijade and ivo Lola ribar whose objective contribution to the planning of war 
operations of the partisan movement was, even according to the official narrative, 
very limited.18

in accordance with similar interpretations, an impression of the partisan move-
ment as a homogenous force in the service of the KpJ was created, whose goal was, 
from the moment of the uprising in the summer of 1941 until the end of the war, 
the creation of a one-party system modelled on the soviet Union (a socialist social 
order).19 The outlined process of the shift from military to political institutions in the 
official historical accounts of the war reflected also on the interpretation of the na-
tional composition of the partisan movement. The emphasis on figures which had 
a key role in the post war interpretation of the war period gave the partisan movement 
a more „international“ character than it really had. 

17 v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 368.
18 As opposed to bakarić and Kardelj, who spent most of the war outside the main partisan formation 

around the supreme staff, pijade had spent the whole war along side the supreme staff, but his impor-
tance in making key decisions was relatively small. he (pijade), together with Milovan Đilas, was most-
ly concerned with writing propaganda materials. ribar was, on the other hand, working illegally in the big 
cities as an external associate of the supreme staff. Although, despite their actual importance in the war, 
Tito gave a lot of attention in his biography to all four men. bakarić’s name was mentioned on ten pages, 
Kardelj’s on 63, pijade’s on 17 and ribar on 13 pages. v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 509–515.

19 The author of the abovementioned biography recorded Tito’s thoughts concerning the soviet 
Union: We shouldn’t hide or be ashamed of the fact that we looked at the USSR until 1948 with so much 
faith and love. We are not ashamed of our illusions, on the contrary, we are proud of them. They were posi-
tive and demonstrated our deep faith in progress and socialism. (v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 501.) These 
words are an important illustration of the way the soviet Union was percieved in the yugoslav press after 
1948. According to the value system of socialist yugoslavia, the soviet Union was a role model that failed, 
or rather a state that never managed to fulfill the revolutionary ideals it was founded on.
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JovAnović And The eMergenCe oF The pArTisAn MoveMenT

Contrary to post-war interpretations, the partisan movement was, until the arrival of 
british aid and the disarming of the italian army in the summer of 194320, a mili-
tary organization consisting of several thousand people which moved in the inac-
cessible mountain areas of western Montenegro, sandžak, eastern bosnia, eastern 
herzegovina and the bosnian Krajina.21 The territory described, with the exception of 
bosnian Krajina, comprised an interconnected area which, according to the adminis-
tration of the time, was overlaid with several borders: the border of the german and 
italian spheres of interest (which was demarcated by the northwest-southeast line) and 
the border of the Croatian state (The independent state of Croatia) with serbia and 
Montenegro. 

in both areas, including the bosnian Krajina, and the whole area of western 
Montenegro, eastern herzegovina, sandžak and eastern bosnia, the serbian (and 
orthodox) population was a large, in many places the predominant, part of the local 
population. The population of these two areas which had joined the partisan move-
ment lived a rural lifestyle, i.e. beyond the contemporary modernization processes, 
which meant that family traditions, religious affiliations and relatively isolated geo-
graphical position that exacerbated the weak communication lines with the surround-
ing areas played a key role in their socialization.22

This population had mostly been politically unaffiliated and did not belong to any 
political party (in the sense of a closer connection over a longer period of time), and 
for this reason the KpJ, which was officially banned since 1920, was largely unheard 
of. The paradox of the development of the partisan movement was that it was the 
strongest in the aforementioned area in which until 1941 the political organizations of 
the KpJ had not existed, but were created during the war within the partisan military 
units. Until 1941 two partisan strongholds in the bosnian Krajina, glamoč and Ključ 
did not have a single member of the KpJ, with a similar situation in Foča which was 
during the first half of 1942 the heart of the partisan territory.23

20 These two facts were apparent from Tito’s letter to svetozar vukmanović Tempo from october 19 
1943. Zbornik, ii/10, beograd 1962, p. 361.

21 At its maximum strength, from summer 1942 until summer 1943, the operative group of the 
supreme staff had 12 thousand fighters. Zbornik, Xiv/2, beograd 1983, p. 222.

22 Two main thoroughfares crosses the territory of the independent state of Croatia (ndh) Zagreb–
brod na savi–Zemun and brod na savi–doboj–sarajevo–Konjic–Mostar–Metković–dubrovnik. none of 
these roads passed through the area discussed here. At the time, both of these areas represented the periph-
ery, not just for the ndh, but for other neighbouring states.

23 such was the case with glamoč and Ključ in the bosnian Krajina, and with almost the entire 
eastern part of bosnia. v. dedijer, Dnevnik: Od 6 aprila 1941 do 27 novembra 1942, vol. 1, beograd – 
sarajevo 1970, p. 163.; Genocid nad Muslimanima, 1941–1945: Zbornik dokumenata i svjedočenja, eds. 
v. dedijer, A. Miletić, sarajevo 1990, p. 157.; n. piljak, Ustanak u Glamoču, „Ustanak naroda Jugoslavije 
1941“, vol. 2, beograd 1964, p. 400.; M. Zorić, XIII krajiška brigada, beograd 1968, p. 7. In Foča and 
its immediate area, the Party’s influence was very weak, and the Party organization on the ground „never 
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however, even in the minor parts of this territory where KpJ organizations exist-
ed in 1941, they operated illegally. such was the case in western Montenegro where 
social life was much different than in the large cities of yugoslavia like belgrade, 
sarajevo and Zagreb and conducted on a largely tribal or clan basis. Consequently, 
the local population regarded the central KpJ institution in this area (provincial KpJ 
committee for Montenegro) as a primarily illegal organization which certain distin-
guished members of one clan (in this example the piper clan) used to influence oth-
er clans in the area.24

The post-war interpretation of the partisan movement as a unified army subor-
dinated to the KpJ with a goal of achieving “socialist revolution“ and the establish-
ment of a social order based on “brotherhood and unity“, structured into “regions and 
republics“, was an entirely incorrect description of the motives of Montenegrin and 
serbian peasants for joining the partisan movement. in their minds, the soviet Union 
was not perceived as the “premier socialist state“ (as it was for the leadership of the, 
until then illegal, KpJ), but as a powerful orthodox Christian and slavic state fight-
ing against those that have occupied (and subdivided) their state. This value system, 
widespread among the rank and file members of the partisan movement, was observed 
by the commander of the british military mission with the general staff, brigadier 
Fitzroy Maclean. in his report dated november 6, 1943. Maclean noted that Russian 
songs were preferred to Yugoslav ones, Soviet institutions and jargon were copied 
and the Red Army and „great Russian people“ praised [the term „great Russian peo-
ple“ was originally written by Maclean in Croatian/Serbian], all of which could lead 
someone „familiar with the Soviet Union to think that he was in one of the [Soviet] 
Union republics.25

in the context of the described collective consciousness of the Montenegrin (and 
to a lesser degree serbian) peasants of the connection between russia and their coun-
try, an idealized image was formed of the soviet leader Joseph vissarionovich stalin, 
whose name was on the lips of dying Partisans.26 however, the affectionate feelings 
towards the soviet Union among the members of the partisan movement was not the 
result of a carefully elaborated and massively present communist ideology (or rath-
er, in communist parlance, a high degree of class consciousness), but rather a collec-

even existed“. r. bulatović, Titov borbeni put (1941–1943): Posebni osvrt na objekte u kojima je borav-
io i radio, vol. 1, sarajevo 1988, p. 146. 

24 M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, beograd 1990, p. 47.; T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, Zagreb 
2010, p. 35–36.

25 d. biber, Tito – Churchill: Strogo tajno, beograd – Zagreb 1981, p. 35. Maclean’s account was lat-
er confirmed by Đilas’ memoirs where he recalled a story told by Jovanović: Arsa Jovanović said: There, 
on the Eastern front, is where the real war is happening: divisions burning up like matches. – A peasant, 
upon hearing that Kiev had fallen, asked me: Is Kiev - Kijevo? – In fact, Montenegrins had in earlier times 
called Kiev Kijevo, and when I had confirmed that it was indeed the same city, he exclaimed: It’s no joke, 
it’s coming to your home as it is to ours! Kijevo is a holy city, in the middle of Russia, a bit smaller than 
Moscow!; M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, p. 99. 

26 v. dedijer, Josip Broz Tito, p. 500.
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tive need, borne out of wartime necessity, for an image of the powerful russian state 
which was an ally of the armed people who liberated Yugoslavia. A typical example 
of this idealized image of stalin is found in Đilas’ article, significantly named A meet-
ing with Stalin which represents the personality cult raised to the extreme. The key 
part of the article reads as follows: 

stalin’s head wasn’t only agreeable for its strangely gentle firmness, its folk expressiveness, but also 
its intelligent, lively, smiling, strict but caring, dark-yellow eyes, it is also beautiful in its harmony, 
its simplicity and ever animated peacefulness and distinctiveness. All of this is missing from photo-
graphs which also lack stalin’s body, head and hand movements which are never still, but also never 
sudden or surprising, they lack stalin’s index finger rising from time to time when making a point.27 

Although this article says as much about the author himself (Đilas) as it does 
about the leadership of the partisan movement which published these materials in 
large editions (after the war), it is also a reflection of the social consciousness of the 
part of the population that Đilas was adressing in his articles. This population had 
limited education and couldn’t understand complex concepts of communist ideology, 
but was ready to accept communist symbols under the condition that they were also 
symbols of the russian state. Therefore, Đilas wrote his article in this way as a sort 
of message to the rank and file partisans that he, a member of the movement, estab-
lished immediate (physical) contact with stalin and thus symbolically conveyed that 
they can expect soviet (military) help. however, texts like the quoted Đilas article 
wouldn’t have been a proper instrument to mobilize new recruits and to create cohe-
sion among the older members of the movement if the partisan organization had not 
been a primarily military organization. More accurately, due to the social structure of 
the area discussed which had been part of partisan held territory during the war, the 
KpJ’s influence on the local population was possible exclusively through the military 
organization which, by its composition and its nominal slogans, reflected the mindset 
of the local populace. Accepting this circumstance, the KpJ as a political institution of 
the partisan movement could not have had authority over the supreme staff as its mil-
itary institution. After all, popović had confirmed this in a statement after the war:

When the war ended, it became, so to say, normal that the politburo was above everything and eve-
ryone, which wasn’t the case in wartime conditions. besides, the KpJ didn’t even convene during the 
war. At that time, the supreme command was at the head of everything and it acted independently.28

27 M. Đilas, Članci 1941–1946, beograd 1947, p. 170.
28 A. nenadović, Razgovori, p. 106. popović’s statement was confirmed by another distingushed 

member of the KpJ, Milovan Đilas, who wrote the following lines on the activity of the leading party orga-
nizations during the war: But what is the CK? The CK plenum, elected in the 5. Conference in 1940 never 
convened until Stalin’s condemnation of the Yugoslav leadership in 1948, and even then hadn’t been com-
plete owing to the fact that several members were killed. The CK Politburo, however, did meet often until 
the war, and more rarely during the war: we were together, or at least most of us, so all pressing matters 
were solved along the way, and during the meetings on more important matters, members of the Plenum 
who were with us or close by joined us (Pijade, Žujović). The CK was, in fact, the group around Tito, in 
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According to the data of official yugoslav historiography the supreme Staff as 
a whole hardly convened during the war because the course of war led to some of the 
members of this military body being separated spatially. it is for this reason that the 
key decisions were generally made by 

the members of the inner operative circle with marshal Tito at its head. This group included for the 
most part general-liutenent Arso Jovanović, his deputy general-lieutenant velimir Terzić (from April 
1944 until the end of that year he was situated in Moscow as chief of the military mission of novJ) 
and general-major rade hamović, chief of the operative department of the supreme staff. These de-
cisions occasionally included the deputy of the supreme commander general-liutenent Aleksandar 
ranković who was the chief of the security department of the people of yugoslavia (oZnA) and the 
head of the personnel department of the supreme staff.29

These two quotes make it clear that the military arm of the partisan movement 
(the supreme staff) was clearly dominant over the political structures (politbiro), but 
also that Jovanović was second in command and present in Tito’s inner circle through-
out most of the war. 

The importance of Jovanović in the leadership of the partisan movement is espe-
cially notable if we take into account the fact that he was not a member of the KpJ. 
it is not possible to determine when Jovanović joined the KpJ based on the offical 
yugoslav historiography, and it is unclear whether he was a member at all since this 
fact was not mentioned in his chronology.30 This circumstance is especially indica-
tive with regard to the fact that the year of becoming a member of KpJ was recorded 
in the short biographies of all distinguished military members of the partisan move-
ment. however, while it is certainly possible that this omission was due to him be-
ing killed as a political opponent of the KpJ after the war, it is still worth noting in 
this context that he was not the only important partisan commander for which the of-
ficial historical account does not record becoming a member of the KpJ. except him, 
this fact wasn’t recorded for sava orović, who, unlike Jovanović, was not removed 
for political reasons, but was a distinguished member of the yugoslav state elite un-
til his death in 1974.31 The fact that Jovanović (like orović) had not joined the KpJ 
seems likely considering the fact that he was an army officer during the Kingdom of 
yugoslavia attaining the rank of captain just before the breakup of the kingdom.32 
An important characteristic of nearly all officers of the Kingdom of yugoslavia who 

which the most distinguished members were Kardelj, Ranković and myself – largely because we grew an-
gry with time and had been with Tito from his arrival at the head of the Party...; M. Đilas, Revolucionarni 
rat, p. 144. 

29 M. dželebdžić, Druga jugoslovenska armija, beograd 1989, p. 17–18.
30 J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, p. 315.; v. Kljaković, Arso Jovanović, in: Vojna enciklopedi-

ja, vol. 4, p. 75.
31 J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, p. 325. 
32 J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, p. 315.; v. Kljaković, Arso Jovanović, in: Vojna enciklopedija, 

vol. 4, p. 75. in his memoirs Đilas erroneously mentions that in 1941 Jovanović was a major in the royal 
yugoslav army and not a captain. M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, p. 50.
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joined the partisan movement was the fact that they were not members of the KpJ pri-
or to the war, but only after they had joined the partisans. examples include pavle ilić 
veljko, radivoje Jovanović, vaso Jovanović, Mirko Šćepanović and velimir Terzić.33 
in accordance with this, it is obvious that Arso Jovasnović was just one among many 
former royal army officers who had joined the partisan movement, but unlike most of 
them, he never joined the KpJ. 

From this viewpoint, the degree of influence that Jovanović attained in the partisan 
movement, having become second in command after Tito is particularly impressive, 
bearing in mind that he, unlike other former officers of the Kingdom of yugoslavia, 
never fulfilled the minimum criteria (joining the KpJ). 

The most likely reason that he was so highly ranked, despite not joining the 
communist party, was probably his origin from the same locale as the KpJ leader-
ship in Montenegro. Jovanović was born on March 24, 1907 in the village of Zavala 
which was itself a part of a larger settlement called gornji piperi34 near podgorica35. 
According to the dominant social structure of Montenegrin society at the time, which 
was excluded from modernising influences well into the twentieth century, the coun-
try was subdivided according to tribal boundaries which resulted in the first partisan 
units being constituted as tribal-territorial batallions.36 The highest political body of 
the partisan movement in Montenegro acted in a similar manner, the regional KpJ 
committee (pK KpJ) was called the “Piper committee“ amongst the members of the 
KPJ because four out of six of its members were from the Piper tribe: the political sec-
retary Božo Ljumović, Blažo Jovanović, Savo Brković and Budo Tomović.37 

Arso Jovanović was related to božo Jovanović, one of these four members which explains his ra-
pid advance. Milovan Đilas, the KpJ representative for Montenegro, who had authority over the en-
tire pK KpJ, recorded this fact. in his memoirs Đilas mentioned how Arso Jovanović had been re-
commended by božo Jovanović. The conversation with božo Jovanović was described as follows: 
“Arso wasn’t the only officer whom the pK [Montenegro KpJ] could count on: in all the counties 
there were at least a few officers who met with communists. but Arso was close and, according to 
božo’s judgement, very suitable. i needed to make my own judgement, all the more because blažo 
and Arso were distant relatives. blažo had established contact with him already, before the occupa-
tion, although Arso wasn’t yet a member of the party...it was getting dark when me and blažo set out 
for Arso. i remember that we travelled during a warm night for over an hour on a steep rocky slope. 
(...) Arso’s rise in the new, yet unestablished army began then and there: first he would become the 
chief of the Montenegro command, and already by the end of 1941. the chief of the supreme staff 
of yugoslavia.38

33 J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, p. 314, 315, 332–333.
34 M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, p. 50.
35 v. Kljaković, Arso Jovanović, in: Vojna enciklopedija, vol. 4, p. 75.
36 o. Cicmil, Durmitorski odred, in: Vojna enciklopedija, vol. 2, beograd 1971, p. 585. obrad Cicmil 

was the wartime commander of the durmitor squad, one of the strongest units of Montenegrin partisans 
in the first half of 1942.

37 T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, p. 35–36.
38 M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, p. 50–51.
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it can be deduced from the quoted data concerning Arso Jovanović’s joining the 
partisan movement and his rapid rise through the ranks, that the KpJ, although acting 
on behalf of the revolution understood as a violent attempt to change the entire social 
structure, still drew part of its strength from an already established system of relation-
ships inherited from traditional society. in other words, even though the creation of 
the partisan movement was directly conditional upon the dissolution of the Kingdom 
of yugoslavia and its occupation by the Axis powers, the fact that Jovanović rose to 
the top position in the movement was the result of the character of Montenegrin soci-
ety i.e. the leadership of Montenegrin KpJ, despite its revolutionary attitude, still re-
tained traditional patterns of behavior. The above mentioned conclusion is all the more 
important if we take into account that during the creation of the partisan movement 
in Montenegro, a number of former officers had joined, one of which (savo orović) 
even held the rank of colonel in the army of the Kingdom of yugoslavia,39 but in spite 
of his much lower rank Jovanović became second in command of the partisan move-
ment. Accordingly, the key reason for Jovanović’s influence in the movement, which 
during the war meant the military structures, was the tribal character of Montenegrin 
society. 

The state of emergency that had existed in the territory of the Kingdom of 
yugoslavia after the german assault in April 1941 had contributed to the cited rea-
sons.

due to a complete change of context, or a redefinition of the whole social structure 
caused by the german and italian onslaught, what seemed logical, normal and regular 
less than a year ago during the Kingdom of yugoslavia, disappeared in less than two 
weeks. The command structures of the yugoslav army disappeared as an important 
subject of social trends (the majority were taken into captivity by the germans, a part 
of them managed to escape to the british controlled areas while some of them accept-
ed the new german-italian social model and became a part of it).40 This is how a pre-
war yugoslav army officer found himself closely collaborating with figures who had 
been, less than a year earlier, in prisons (both domestic and abroad) and were from the 
point of view of the yugoslav royal army “enemies“, “outlaws“ and “traitors“. Close 
cooperation between people who were practically “worlds apart“ would not have been 
possible if the conditions had not been this extraordinary. 

39 republic of Croatia, The Croatian national Archive: velika župa dubrava, box 6, 456/1942.; 
J. broz Tito, Sabrana djela, vol. 9, p. 325.

40 Four yugoslav generals joined the new power structures after the collapse of the Kingdom of 
yugoslavia in April 1941. blažo Đukanović commanded the Montenegrin Chetniks who controlled cen-
tral Montenegro together with the italian army, August Marić became a general of the ndh, Milan nedić 
joined the serbian government and Leon rupnik organized the slovenian home guard (White guard) af-
ter the capitulation of italy. n. barić, General August Marić: životopis jednog hrvatskog časnika, „Časopis 
za suvremenu povijest“, 2001, no. 2.; M. borković, Milan Nedić, Zagreb 1985.; T. nikčević, Goli otoci, 
p. 75.; A. vojinović, Leon Rupnik, Zagreb 1988.
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but even this partnership had its limits: Jovanović never became a part of the “in-
ner circle“ of the party (demonstrated by his unexplained death in 1948). on the oth-
er hand, in wartime conditions where long marches, finding food and recruiting new 
staff were a primary preoccupation, the post-war social system was not an important 
concern for Jovanović.

Consequently, due to the conditions in which the partisan movement developed 
during 1942 and 1943, Jovanović did not consider the pre-war KpJ members around 
him as being in a situation that allowed them to impose their will on others. his whole 
life experience taught him this: in the Kingdom of yugoslavia they were almost invis-
ible, and now they were part of the movement the he was leading or thought he did 
(viewed from the context of 1948 this was evidently a mistake).41

in all the key developmental stages of the partisan movement, Jovanović was at 
least second in command, not only as a planner of military operations, but as their 
immediate executor. before meeting a group of serbian partisans headed by Tito in 
december of 1941, Jovanović led the Montenegro partisans who attacked the head-
quarters of an italian division in pljevlja. Although the assault failed and the attackers 
suffered heavy losses,42 this event had important consequences. psychologically, the 
italian army became even more passive in dealing with the partisans and rarely con-
fronted them directly43 which inevitably affected the further spread of partisan influ-
ence. Fearing another assault, the command of the attacked division withdrew their 
units from neighbouring areas in sandžak and eastern bosnia. These areas were tak-
en by the partisans either immediately or in under a month and a half and made into 
strongholds.44

41 The issue was not only the differences between Jovanović and pre-war KpJ members, but also 
a generation gap among the pre-war party leadership. An example of this is given by Đilas describing the 
relationship between him and Moše pijade: There was a generational chasm between me and Moše: hav-
ing finished his prison sentence he encountered a Party comprised of dogmatic practicioners who had 
little patience for delays or long discussions and familial relationships. (M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, 
p. 67.) The difference between Jovanović and pijade, given their divergent life paths prior to 1941 could 
have been much greater because there was notonly an age difference, but also a much different understand-
ing of communist ideology and a completely different way of life until 1941.

42 According to the participants of this battle and a political commissar of one of the battalions in-
volved, Jova Kapičić, partisan losses were extremely high. his battalion lost 178 members out of a force 
of 341, with 82 killed in action. (T. nikčević, Goli otoci, p. 49–50.) According to Đilas, pljevlja was at-
tacked with 3690 Montenegrin partisans with total casualties amounting to about 300 dead and 2–3 times 
as much wounded. M. Đilas, Revolucionarni rat, p. 143.

43 This was noted in a report written by Walter Kunze, a german general of the southeast command, 
dated January 21 1942. A german division under his command, together with italian units, took part in 
a military operation against partisan forces in eastern bosnia. Zbornik, Xii/2, beograd 1976, p. 58.

44 in order to reinforce the defense of pljevlja, the italian units had abandoned nova varoš, Čajniče, 
goražde and Foča. nova varoš was taken by the partisans a few days later, while the other three towns 
were captured by the end of January 1942 after the local Chetniks were driven out. J. broz Tito, Sabrana 
djela, vol. 8, beograd 1983, p. 226–227.; J. Marjanović, Draža Mihailović između Britanaca i Nemaca, 
Zagreb 1979, p. 195.; Lj. Đurić, Sećanja na ljude i događaje, beograd 1989, p. 58.; b. petranović, Srbija 
u Drugom svetskom ratu, p. 296.; Zbornik, ii/2, beograd 1954, p. 261–262, 361–362, 378–381.
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Following this event, Jovanović met Tito and took over as chief of the supreme 
staff.45 simultaneously, he assumed command over the first mobile unit of the partisan 
movement (the First proletarian brigade) which he commanded for less than a month 
until this role was entrusted to Koča popović.46 Thereafter, until the end of the war, 
Jovanović was mostly tied to the supreme staff except a short stay with the slovenian 
partisans from the fall of 1942 until spring 1943.47 The reason for his trip to slovenia 
was to convince the partisan leadership of the character of the slovenian partisan 
force (which developed separately from the supreme staff due to geographical rea-
sons) through one of its leading figures. Jovanović left the supreme staff once more 
at the end of the war when he was sent to command the 4th yugoslav army during 
its entry into Trieste (which it subsequently left under pressure from the british and 
American armies).48 These two facts from his wartime biography point to the fact that 
Jovanović was not only entrusted with planning the most complex war operations of 
the partisan movement, but also, when it was necessary, to personally inspect isolated 
partisan units which Tito himself chose to monitor. This was proof of the great degree 
of confidence not only in his loyalty, but also his organizational skills. 

The important role that Jovanović had in the partisan movement is apparent from 
the already mentioned facts and the way he was perceived by the opposing guerilla 
movement, The ravnogora chetnik organization led by dragoljub Mihailović. in in-
ternal Chetnik documents, the role of Jovanović was clearly noted, as can be seen in 

45 during his dissident period Đilas had, as a contemporary, stated that no one had criticized Arso 
Jovanović for Pljevlja during the war, or even in the first post-war years, but only after 1948. (M. Đilas, 
Revolucionarni rat, p. 143.) Đilas’ interpretation, at odds with the official yugoslav historical account ac-
cording to which Tito had been angered by the outcome of this battle, seems logical because otherwise, 
Jovanović would not have been made the chief of the supreme staff by Tito immediately after pljevlja. in 
his recollections, a participant of the battle, Jovo Kapičić, recounted his supposed conversation with Tito, 
who was angry about the partisan losses. (T. nikčević, Goli otoci, p. 50–51.) Kapičić’s memories were not 
supported by any written sources, and his version of events seems to be disputed by Jovanović’s promo-
tion. Kapičić had, most likely, fabricated this conversation because he had been the post-war commander 
of goli otok, a prison camp for soviet aligned former members of the partisan movement with whom he 
was constantly in conflict. For these men, Jovanović was a one of the main symbols of the war. it is worth 
mentioning in this context that Kapičić claimed that he was the greatest victim of Goli otok and that there 
was no mistreatment of prisoners there. T. nikčević, Goli otoci, p. 144, 149.

46 This fact is apparent from the order of the supreme staff from december 25 1941. (Zbornik, 
ii/2, 125-126.), and it was mentioned in a report of the Chetnik commander of eastern bosnia Manojlo 
pejić. (Zbornik, Xiv/2, p. 772.) The accuracy of these two documents was partially confirmed by a state-
ment of Koča popović that he took over command of the First proletarian brigade after its formation. 
(A. nenadović, Razgovori, p. 47, 50, 53.) however, popović did not say who had led the unit before him, 
and there is little chance that he did not know this, largely because after being made commander he was 
in constant contact with Jovanović.

47 Zbornik, ii/6, beograd 1957, p. 484–485.; Zbornik, ii/7, beograd 1959, p. 45–47.; Zbornik, ii/9, 
beograd 1960, p. 61, 68, 158.

48 Jovanović’s presence in the headquarters of the 4th army is apparent from radio messages that he 
sent to the general staff in belgrade (the name of the supreme staff after March 2, 1945). Zbornik, Xi/4, 
beograd 1975, p. 608, 609, 990, 991, 1010.



a report precisely recording his name and surname.49 similarly, his name was record-
ed together with Tito’s, as a synonym for the duo commanding the partisan forces 
when describing the direction of movement of partisan units in the spring of 1943.50

All the quoted facts indicate that a safe and promising future awaited Jovanović 
after the war. however, the social processes went in a direction unexpected by him. 
After the war, out of which he emerged as one of the leading members of the new gov-
ernment, Jovanović’s position had objectively weakened because the time in which 
his role as a military leader was decisive came to an end. The aforementioned process 
of the weakening of military structures, typical in all post-war states, was especially 
pronounced in countries modelled after the soviet Union in which the key fulcrum of 
the state became the internal security organs which, among other parts of the socie-
ty, particularly surveilled the army.51 in the new, peacetime, conditions Jovanović lost 
his influence, though it could not be noticed on a formal level because the new gov-
ernment drew its legitimacy from the war when his role, together with Tito, was the 
most prominent. 

JovAnović As A disTingUished MeMber  
oF The neW yUgosLAv eLiTe

The importance of Jovanović is evident in the reconstructed national composition 
of the new elites, especially in the military command. Although this question was, 
according to the slogan of „brotherhood and unity“, considered taboo in socialist 
yugoslavia, similar to the question of Jovanović’s importance in the partisan hierar-
chy, it was answered precisely based on thorough statistical research and confirmed 
by contemporary authorities. Considering the population numbers in proportion to the 
total yugoslav population in the post war period, the new elite consisted largely of of-

49 radivoje Milošević, lieutenant colonel of the yugoslav army and one of the Chetnik command-
ers in Montenegro in his report dated January 22, 1943 mentions Arso Jovanović by his full name as the 
only distinguished partisan commander in Montenegro in 1941. As the commander of the First proletarian 
brigade that carried out an attack on Chetnik units in eastern bosnia in the end of 1941, Jovanović was re-
corded by name and surname in a report by Manojlo pejić, a local Chetnik commander. Zbornik, Xiv/2, 
p. 104, 772.

50 The commander of Mihailović’s units sent to fight partisan forces in herzegovina and eastern 
bosnia, Zaharije ostojić, wrote in his report to Mihailović on February 23, 1943 that the partisan general 
staff with Tito and Arso were in the direction of the left main column. similarly, in a radio message from 
Fabruary 27, 1943 it was estimated that Tito and Arso are coming towards us. (Zbornik, Xiv/2, p. 222, 
422.) Mentioning Jovanović in Chetnik reports is especially revealing, since he wasn’t yet together with 
Tito in the supreme staff. 

51 viewed in this context, one could draw a parallel between Jovanović and the most famous soviet 
World War ii commander marshal georgi Zhukov whose influence had greatly diminished after the war. 
i. deutscher, Staljin, p. 483–484.
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ficials with Montenegrin origins.52 The high percentage of Montenegrins was espe-
cially pronounced in the military and the police forces at the highest (so called feder-
al) levels.53 From the perspective of the largest yugoslav urban centres, both before 
and after the war, this situation could be considered as a sort of domination of the pe-
riphery over the centre.54

This occurrence was first noted by the second secretary of the british embassy 
in yugoslavia John henniker-Major. he had travelled throughout yugoslavia from 
october the 5th until the 16th in 1945 and got the impression that there was still eth-
nic hatred and that the main centres of resistance were cities, richer areas, regions 
less affected by the war and areas with monarchist traditions. According to his inter-
pretation, the strongest opposition was felt in central serbia and southern dalmatia, 
while actual armed resistance against the new government occurred only in bosnia 
and Kosovo. in contrast to this, the only part of yugoslavia where the rule of KpJ was 
universally accepted was Montenegro, from which thirty thousand people had left to 
go to serbia to do “soft jobs“ i.e. administrative positions.55 To british eyes, the ap-
parent Montenegrin mark on the new yugoslavia, exceedingly obvious in the first 
months after the war, was a clear indication of the new political balance of power 
where the political and administrative centre of the state, belgrade, was to a large de-
gree colonised by the new social elite. due to his wartime role, Jovanović held the po-
sition of one of its leaders and, on a symbolic level, its main representative. This sit-
uation changed suddenly after his liquidation and subsequent confrontation with the 
military structures who were loyal to him.

Although Jovanović never organized any resistance against Tito or his clos-
est associates, his influence among certain political and military officials of social-
ist yugoslavia most likely proved decisive in their aligning with the soviet Union 
and against the yugoslav leadership (which was called out by the soviets). The fact 
that Montenegro, the smallest republic in yugoslavia, had proportionally the largest 
number of soviet advocates (or rather informbiro supporters), almost four times the 
yugoslav average, points to this conclusion.56 in a sociological sense, the phenome-
non of aligning with the soviet Union against their own leadership was a problem of 
the elites, not the wider society,57 and that is why we need to take into account the 
character of the leadership, rather than just the statistical total number. however, the 
Montenegrin element was significantly more prevalent in the leadership given that the 

52 Zapovjedni vrh JNA siječanj 1990. – svibanj 1992, Zagreb 2010, p. 126–127.
53 T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, p. 88–89.
54 b. dimitrijević, Pobuna jugoslovenske periferije: Generalski kor Jugoslovenske armije 1945–

1953. godine, in: Dijalog povjesničara / istoričara 7, beograd 2002, p. 295–296.
55 K. spehnjak, Britanski pogled na Hrvatsku 1945–1948, Zagreb 2006, p. 254–255. 
56 i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita, p. 161. 
57 i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita, p. 150. 
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main representatives of the informbiro emigration were Montenegrins: brothers pero 
and vlado popivoda and radonja golubović.58 

The grassroots support for the informbiro option was cited as an undisputable his-
toric fact by the distinguished Montenegrin member of the partisan movement and 
yugoslav state leadership Jovo Kapičić, who openly defied his fellow Montenegrins 
on this issue. The aligning of the greater part of Montenegro with the soviet Union 
and against Tito in 1948 was listed by Kapičić as one of the three key mistakes of the 
Montenegrins in the twentieth century:

The three biggest mistakes of recent Montenegrin history were the assembly in podgorica in 1918, 
informbiro in 1948 and the Antibureaucratic revolution of 1989. To be clear: the Montenegrins had 
themselves voted to abolish their state in 1918 and not the serbian soldiers; also, by opposing Tito in 
1948, they turned their backs on the one person who had restored their state; at the end of the twen-
tieth century they rushed to plunder and burn one of europe’s most beautiful cities!...Who could 
explain that?! The Montenegrins always associated themselves with stronger and bigger (states), and 
identified with them in all things, but mostly in evil deeds. Maybe it is a case of an inferiority com-
plex of a small people.59 

Following Jovanović’s death and the removal of people loyal to him from posi-
tions of power, the percentage of Montenegrin representatives in the yugoslav elites 
gradually diminished,60 although they represented the largest ethic component in the 
military leadership until 1954.61

Although he was removed from official historical accounts, Jovanović did not dis-
appear completely from the collective memory of his native circle, the Montenegrin 
part of the social elite of yugoslavia. This fact is apparent from the publication of 

58 i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita, p. 159–160, 162. statistical data on informbiro supporters list-
ed in: i. banac, Sa Staljinom protiv Tita, p. 147–149.

59 T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, p. 243. however, what Kapičić did not see in this descrip-
tion was the circumstance that the key reason for this sequence of events and the decision of a large part 
of Montenegrin population to join the partisan insurrection (and to a smaller degree the Chetniks) was 
a mass desire to restore a common state with serbia after the collapse of the Kingdom of yugoslavia. it 
is important to note that the key leaders of the Montenegrin partisans in 1941 and the supporters of the 
soviet Union among the yugoslav leadership in 1948 were practically the same group of people with the 
exception of Milovan Đilas and Kapičić. For this reason, it would be wrong on a symbolic level to sep-
arate, in the context of Montenegrin history of the twentieth century, the year 1941 from 1918, 1948 and 
1989, because they comprise a common identity which Kapičić was not willing to accept because of his 
life path and family heritage. To better understand Kapičić’s interpretation of Montenegro in the twenti-
eth century it is worth mentioning that he grew up in a „usurer“ family, and that his parents were advo-
cates of Montenegrin independence in 1918, and thus against the “whites“, i.e. the political movement in 
Montenegro which supported a common state with serbia. however, Kapičić joined the KpJ in his youth, 
and after the declaration of independence of Montenegro in 1941 found himself on the side of its oppo-
nents, the “whites“ but for (figuratively speaking) “red“ motives because of the decision of the KpJ to start 
an armed insurrection. T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, p. 15, 39–40.

60 T. nikčević, Goli otoci Jova Kapičića, p. 127–130.
61 b. dimitrijević, Pobuna jugoslovenske periferije, in: Dijalog povjesničara / istoričara 7, p. 302–

303.
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Jovanović’s biography soon after the collapse of communism in europe and the dis-
solution of socialist yugoslavia. This biography tellingly named The commander with 
a martyr’s halo reinterpreted his wartime role in a way that placed him alongside 
some of the biggest military figures of the Allied coalition such as the soviet marshal 
georgi Zhukov. Although this book was not a scholarly study and it did not make any 
lasting influence, it is important nevertheless as an example of repressed collective 
memory which has, due to the lack of censorship after the fall of communism, made 
public an alternative interpretation of World War ii. Jovanović’s fictionalized biogra-
phy is important as a sort of antipode to the much earlier biography of Tito, because it 
describes the partisan movement positively, but in a way that gave Jovanović prima-
cy while significantly reducing Tito’s role. 

it is especially telling that the author of this book was a long time employee of 
the Military history institute of the yugoslav people’s Army (vii JnA) ivan Matović. 
A person who was an important member of an institution in charge of producing the 
official (sanctioned by yugoslav authorities) account of the war, written in conformi-
ty with the set framework and modelled on Tito’s biography. in that sense, Matović’s 
book can be regarded as either a clearing of conscience, or an attempt to create a new 
official version of history under new political circumstances.62

Concluding with Jovanović’s character, we can mention that he was one of the 
key figures of the partisan movement and yugoslav government in the first post-war 
years. in the light of the events of 1941 to 1948 we can deduce that he was one of the 
most important figures of ex yugoslavia in this period. his unexplained death rais-
es several questions and demands further research of the actions of the political elit-
es of post-war yugoslavia not only towards their enemies, but also toward their own 
members.

62 With regard to the publishing house that published the book and Matović’s career until then, 
the other option seems more plausible. Additionally, the book was published in 2001, when the Federal 
republic of yugoslavia (comprised of two ex yugoslav republics, serbia and Montenegro) was at a po-
litical crossroads. Less than a year before, in the fall of 2000, slobodan Milošević was removed from 
power. Milošević had been in conflict with nATo and was emphatically oriented towards cooperation 
with russia in matters of foreign policy. however, after street protests, the removal of Milošević and his 
subsequent extradition to the The international Criminal Tribunal for the former yugoslavia 
(iCTy), this foreign policy avenue was closed. This is probably the reason why Matović’s book 
never achieved any significant success. (i. Matović, Vojskovođa s oreolom mučenika: Povest o generalu 
Arsu R. Jovanoviću načelniku Vrhovnog štaba NOVJ i njegovoj tragičnoj sudbini, beograd 2001.) Under 
these circumstances, former distinguished partisan military commanders in Montenegro were divided 
on this issue. peko dapčević expressed his support for Milošević, while Jovo Kapičić renounced him. 
T. nikčević, Goli otoci, p. 229, 236, 240.



ConCLUsion

With the collapse of the Kingdom of yugoslavia in the war of April 1941, the en-
tire social structure was suddenly dissolved. The communist party (KpJ) tried to ex-
ploit the disappearance of the political hierarchy. The KpJ had, in accordance with 
the new political structures built in place of the old Kingdom of yugoslavia, started to 
build its own armed forces (the partisans). The role of organizing of this armed force 
was taken over by a pre-war officer of the yugoslav royal Army Arso Jovanović. 
Jovanović had origins in the piper clan in Montenegro, and was recognized through 
his family connections as a competent and reliable man. he was appointed as the 
chief of the supreme staff on the recommendation of the Montenegrin KpJ lead-
ership (the Montenegro provincial KpJ commitee) which was comprised to a large 
degree of members of the piper clan. because of this fact, the KpJ organization in 
Montenegro was regarded as a tool of the piper clan to achieve its goals. during the 
war, the partisan movement grew stronger continuously, developing especially in ru-
ral areas that had no party organizations until then. As a consequence, the KpJ organ-
izations were built up in these areas through the military structures in which the sec-
ond in command (after Josip broz Tito) was Jovanović. his role in the war seems all 
the more significant if we take into account that he was not a member of the KpJ. due 
to his role in the war, Jovanović became a member of the new post-war elites which 
were composed to a large degree of Montenegrins, especially in the military hierar-
chy. Three years after the war, in 1948, Jovanović was killed in, as yet, unexplained 
circumstances. At the same time, officers who were considered to be loyal to him were 
removed from their posts. Following his death, the importance of his role in the war 
began to gradually diminish and he was mostly removed from the official party ac-
counts of the war. reducing Jovanović’s role was directly linked to the historical in-
terpretation in which the KpJ organization was considered as the creator of social 
trends, while the military members, personified by Jovanović, were perceived as mere 
executors of KpJ directives. 

For this reason, marginalising Jovanović was a key prerequisite for the creation of 
Tito’s personality cult and the image of KpJ leadership as a group of visionaries who 
had foreseen and thoroughly planned all war operations which led to their rise to pow-
er. given that KpJ and Tito as its leading figure and key symbol drew their legitimacy 
from the outcome of the war, it was necessary to emphasize their military prowess in 
post-war interpretations. by constructing the narrative of Tito as a great military lead-
er, it became necessary to omit or, at the very least, to marginalise Jovanović who had 
actually played this role as chief of the supreme staff.
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